SLOPES - Latest News - June 2021

NPWS advise:
A reminder that overnight parking is no longer available in the Perisher and Smiggin
Holes car parks.
Perisher Resort have advised that Skitube is open and operating for the season.
Please call the office with any queries Ph: 64574444
Putting that aside, life will resemble normal on the slopes. Unlike last year there will
be no caps on numbers at any resorts and you won’t have to pre-book specific days.
Indoor venues will still have to comply with density quotas, and QR code check-ins
will be mandatory everywhere.
Perisher, Falls Creek and Mount Hotham are all covered by Vail Resorts’ 2021 Epic
Australia Pass.
The Epic Pass also provides refunds in the event resorts are closed, as well as
personal illness, job loss and injury.
This is the link to book Epic Australia Passes and monitor the Snow Cams.
Perisher Vail
All Perisher retail functions including lesson purchases are at Perisher, not
Blue Cow due to staff limitations
Guthega ticket sales, ski hire and service will not be available at Guthega
this season.
Skiers starting at Guthega without a ticket will be allowed to ride the lifts to
Blue Cow
Perisher has prepared and published an Uphill Access Policy for the resort
areas due to increasing numbers of backcountry skiers within the resort
area. Focus is on safety, avoiding grooming and winch equipment.
COVID
NSW Health has assigned a dedicated officer to the resorts for the season
and as per last year a COVID testing clinic will be available at Perisher, with
also some possibility of testing to be conducted at lodges where travel to the
clinic poses an exposure risk.
Car parking at Guthega
Car parking pressure has increased with increased numbers of resort skiers
using Guthega as a base as well as the rapidly growing numbers of
backcountry skiers.

Inappropriate parking behaviour was commented on, the need for improved
signage highlighted. NPWS will take action.
Guthega Inn
Open for drinks and coffee 3:00 – 5:00pm daily.
Dinner by reservation, group sizes limited to 6 due to space and Covid
limitations
2021 Census
Will take place on Tuesday 10th August. Census forms will be delivered to
lodges. Compliance is compulsory under Australian law.

